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Evaluation results
MAGNUS Leadership: Mitch Javidi
Excellent: 48
In between excellent and adequate: 0
Adequate: 0
Was not useful to me: 0
Comments:
A great reminder to be what/who we are in LE
VERY GENUINE!! Great intensity
What can I say about Dr. J. His passion, knowledge, tenacity, thoughtful
personality – drive to help improve people is outstanding. He opened my
eyes to what I can become – what I can do for my employees
I really enjoyed it. It was next level leadership training. That’s what we need.
Whatever we paid, it was worth it. Incredibly insightful
Very very effective course, as a senior Trooper, looking to possibly step
up/promote, it makes you think, particularly AST how you’re already
leading
Great stuff, energy and thought provoking. I gained much in encouragement,
priority, and skill set preparedness
Outstanding!
Very good alternate supervisory techniques, especially if you have not had any
training in this area. Seems like “servant leadership” with a slightly different
twist
MAGNUS Leadership pointed out several things I’m doing as a chief, but also let
me know how to improve the department as a whole
Dr. Javidi passed his knowledge efficiently and effectively. He is engaging and his
energy shows he is passionate in his teaching
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Excellent info – very useful – we are MAGNUS! I will use the info from this class
and will complete the online course with scholarship – Thanks Mitch!
Always has good material
Great presentation adding to our current knowledge and methods currently utilized
Very passionate on the topic and the goal of improving people thru leadership
Very experienced and educated in the subject. It showed and was appreciated
Dr. Javidi is a selfless, genuine, dynamic, thoughtful and a gem for the human race.
God Bless people like him. We need more people like him
This is a different way of learning and I actually learned more this way
Fresh way to look at leadership
Excellent personal instructor. Keep attention of class. MAGNUS
Very useful information. Should be a yearly thing
Great leadership training presented in an engaging, enthusiastic, and positive
manner
Great enthusiasm. Thoroughly enjoyed the class
This presentation is a game-changer. A brand new mindset to making all LEO’s
and their agencies MAGNUS!
Gained a better understanding of self and leading department
Best class I have had the pleasure to attend in a long time. This should be taught at
all levels
Thought provoking and informative
Sooo good learning a lot and very useful
Good so far, but it is not over
Excellent instructor
Loved his passion
Very well educated and expertise on subject matter. Presenter was captivating and
easy to follow
Presentation was insightful, timely, and easy to transition to both at an executive
level and ground level. Instructor has a great love for his topic which shines
through
Captivating speaker – thought provoking
Entertaining, good concepts
Really MAGNUS presenter/love the humor incorporated with his presentation
Self-awareness training and mental ability are never covered enough
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Very passionate about the subject, made me think of those that work for me and
myself and family life
Excellent instructor
I really took a lot away from this presentation. As a non-sworn member of a police
department I am able to apply this to my section
I really enjoyed this class. Dr. Javidi is a great speaker and the information is very
applicable to me even as a civilian employee (manager). It made me think
about a lot of things
Mitch has an energy that is contagious. He is grounded and passionate which
makes you want to promote and live by MAGNUS

